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Chapter 46
“As Chow’s representative designer, participating in the cutting-edge design competition,
shouldn’t you go with me?” Sebastian Mu raised his eyebrows and asked her back.
Excuse me, what else can she say? Amy Xia nodded, “Okay!” Although she agreed, but
there was still a remnant in her heart, and Sebastian Mu almost watched it.
If it wasn’t for a guilty conscience, she wouldn’t need to be so scared, because she knew
everything and Sebastian Mu didn’t know anything, so she would worry about every
detail.
I’m afraid it will cause Sebastian Mu’s little doubt. There is a resume of her in Yun Rui,
which also says that she is unmarried, but she estimates that Sebastian Mu has not
seen it, and the resume is kept in the personnel information department.
“What are you thinking?” At this moment, Sebastian Mu looked at her and asked.
Amy Xia suddenly returned to her senses, looking at him and shook her head, “Nothing!”
“Go!” Sebastian Mu said. So Amy Xia nodded and followed him out. VIP room.
Sebastian Mu walked in.
“Nice, I’m sorry, I kept you waiting!” Sebastian Mu smiled as soon as he walked in.
“It’s okay.
It’s the honor of my third life to taste Mr. Mu’s coffee!” Sebastian Mu smiled, then looked
at Nice, “This is the one I told you to participate in the competition!”
“This This is the person in charge of the cutting-edge competition organized by Italy,
Nice!” Sebastian Mu made a brief introduction. Hearing this, Amy Xia looked at the man
in front of him. He was a foreign man with a s*xy beard on his face. How to say it, should
be regarded as a mature and stable type from abroad.
Amy Xia walked over immediately, with a night-time smile on her face, “Nice, hello, this
is Amy Xia!” Seeing Amy Xia’s smile, it felt very comfortable. Nice also stretched out her
hand and shook it, “Miss Xia is very beautiful.

“Thank you for the compliment!” Amy Xia is also not humble. For foreigners, they don’t
like this kind of modesty very much, but appreciate the kind of confidence.
Amy Xia has won a lot of favor in Nice with her two years of experience abroad and her
independence. Seeing Amy Xia’s face at ease, Amy Xia smiled.
“Well, let’s discuss the schedule and rules of the game!” Sebastian Mu said.
In fact, Amy Xia didn’t know what was going on, but Sebastian Mu seemed to feel that
she didn’t need to worry too much. So, a few people sat there and discussed the
precautions and rules of the game. The discussion was over after half an hour. Nice’s
appreciation of Amy Xia went up even more.
“Unexpectedly, Miss Xia looks young, but she has great ideas and ideas!” Amy Xia
smiled, “People in society have to have ideas and ideas!” Amy Xia’s words are very
pertinent, making people think that she is not that kind of falsehood Woman. Nice is very
happy.
Sebastian Mu was watching, and he could see that Nis admired Amy Xia very much.
If this is the case, it would be very beneficial to Amy Xia during the game.
“Miss Xia, it says on your resume that you were divorced.
If it wasn’t written, I wouldn’t believe that Miss Xia was married!” Nice said, looking at
Amy Xia.
In an instant, Amy Xia was stunned. Watching their conversation, Sebastian Mu was
also stunned. Divorced? Amy Xia divorced? He turned his head to look at Amy Xia in
disbelief, his eyes filled with doubts.
After Nice’s words, Amy Xia’s heart was also tense, because she could feel the sharp
gaze behind her…

Chapter 47
Amy Xia smiled, “This experience is not so good!”
“It’s that person who is not lucky enough to have you.
If it were me, I would appreciate you!” Nice said with a smile.
“Thank you!” Amy Xia smiled, but she always felt chilly behind her back.
“Always feel that you are the best!” Nice said.
Amy Xia nodded, “Well, I know!”

“Well, I will talk about it today, we will have a period later!” Nice said. Unexpectedly, he
is a foreigner who can speak Chinese so easily. Even if Sebastian Mu is shocked, he
still wants to get up and send Nice.
“Well, I look forward to your performance by then!” Nice said.
“Definitely!” Sebastian Mu nodded and said with a smile.
It’s just that smile, how Amy Xia looks strange.
“Xiaoya, send Nice!” The secretary nodded, and then walked out with Nice and his team.
At this time, only Amy Xia and Sebastian Mu remained in the conference room.
“Mr. Mu, if there is nothing to do, I will go out too!” As he said, Amy Xia would leave
without looking at him. But in the next second, she didn’t know what was going on, she
only felt a force and pulled her back directly.
In the next second, she was directly pressed onto the conference table, with her hands
resting on it, and her whole person leaning on the table.
And Sebastian Mu immediately rushed towards his face.
“You…” Amy Xia looked at him unexpectedly.
“Are you divorced?” Sebastian Mu looked at her and asked.
Amy Xia’s heart was beating wildly, but she still pretended to be like a okay person.
“What’s the matter, Mr. Mu, shouldn’t people who have been divorced be not eligible to
participate in the competition!?” Amy Xia looked at him and asked.
“Shut up, who is that person!?” Sebastian Mu looked at her and asked. Just thinking
about this woman and other men… he can’t control it! Seeing Sebastian Mu’s
appearance, Amy Xia frowned, “This has nothing to do with President Mu!?”
“It’s Sam Xia!?”
“No!” Amy Xia denied. How could it be Sam Xia, it seems that Sebastian Mu really
misunderstood.
“Who is it!?”
“It doesn’t seem to have anything to do with Mr. Mu!” Amy Xia said word by word, her
head blank, but Sebastian Mu still knew it! She didn’t even have any mental preparation.
Looking at Sebastian Mu’s eyes straight at herself, Amy Xia looked at him, “Mr. Mu,
don’t you like me!?”

“Like you?” Hearing this, Sebastian Mu was first Frozen, then sneered, “Is it absolutely
possible for you? How could I like a divorced woman!” These words angered Amy Xia!
“What happened to the divorce? Mr. Mu, don’t forget that you are also a divorced person.
You are the same as me!” Amy Xia said while watching him. Hearing Amy Xia’s words,
Sebastian Mu suddenly turned her head, “How do you know?” Amy Xia, “…” Looking at
Sebastian Mu’s eyes, she was a little panicked, she tried to calm herself down.
“People in the entire company know it, not just me!” Amy Xia looked at him and said.
Hearing this explanation, Sebastian Mu thought for a while, and still believed it.
Indeed, most people in the company knew it. However, looking at Amy Xia, he felt very
upset in his heart! “So, Mr. Mu, don’t look like someone dislikes whom. Even if you are a
man, you are a divorced man. You are not qualified to dislike me!” After all, Amy Xia
didn’t want to talk to him, so he pushed him away. Got out.

Chapter 48
And Sebastian Mu stood behind him, watching Amy Xia walk out pretentiously, frowning
in displeasure.
Although this is true, his heart is still very upset! Very upset! When Amy Xia walked out
of the meeting room, she suddenly breathed a sigh of relief.
If you didn’t say that just now, I’m afraid Sebastian Mu really wants to keep asking.
As everyone knows, the man she divorced is him! But it’s okay to know, she doesn’t
need to be so worried, to this point, Sebastian Mu still didn’t think of it, it seems that she
has really forgotten her a long time ago. Thinking of this, Amy Xia felt a little
uncomfortable.
If it is not remembered, it will be somewhat uncomfortable. She is more relaxed, so that
is the best for her. Therefore, in the next two days, Amy Xia and Sebastian Mu never
met again.
Amy Xia devoted himself to work, preparing for the game while preparing a plan for the
peace. Very fulfilling. You don’t have to face Sebastian Mu’s character, even the mood
is good. this day.
Xia Style Group, Sam Xia’s office.
“Mr. Xia, someone is looking for you!” the secretary looked at him and said.
“Who!?”
“Miss Ling Xiaoyun of Lingshi Group!” The secretary said that when he heard this, Sam
Xia frowned, and then looked at the secretary, “Let her come in!” The secretary nodded
and walked out.

Sam Xia is still thinking, what is Ling Xiaoyun doing here? There is no friendship
between them! As he was thinking, the door was pushed open and Ling Xiaoyun walked
in. Wearing a black-and-white stitching dress, stepping on three-inch high heels, holding
Chanel’s bag in his hand, with soft hair scattered behind him, she looks like a
full-fledged young lady.
In fact, Ling Xiaoyun is a pretty good-looking girl.
After all, a big family raises a daughter, and her temperament and appearance will not
be bad.
“Manager Xia!” When he saw Sam Xia, Ling Xiaoyun smiled and greeted him.
Ling Xiaoyun is also a person who has seen the world, no matter who he is facing, he
can look generous.
“Miss Ling, I don’t know what the wind brought you here!” As he said, Sam Xia pressed
the inside line, “Ajie, bring in twice as much coffee!”
“Yes, Mr. Xia!” After speaking, Sam Xia hung up After receiving the phone call, she
looked at Ling Xiaoyun, “Miss Ling, please sit down!” Ling Xiaoyun was not polite, sitting
there with her legs crossed, the eldest lady was full of fanfare.
“I don’t know what Miss Ling is looking for me!” Sam Xia looked at Ling Xiaoyun and
said, telling him intuitively that she was definitely not just looking for him.
“What? President Xia doesn’t welcome me!?”
“If you are not welcome, the secretary will tell you that I am not here, so you don’t need
to invite you in!” Sam Xia said. Speaking of this, Ling Xiaoyun smiled, “Mr. Xia, it can be
seen that your company has been developing well in the past two years!” Sam Xia
nodded, “Ms.
Ling has anything to say, we are all young people. Don’t go around specially!” Ling
Xiaoyun paused when he talked about this. Since he said so, she doesn’t have to be
polite.
“Since Mr. Xia has said so, I won’t go around in circles.
I came to you because I have something to do with you!” Miss Ling said. transaction?
Speaking of this, Sam Xia raised his eyebrows, “I am willing to listen carefully!” He
wanted to know what kind of transaction she was talking about!

Chapter 49
Ling Xiaoyun thought for a while, and stopped going around in circles, got up and
walked towards Sam Xia, “Mr. Xia, since you and Amy Xia are boy and girl friends, and

you like her so much, why not let her work in your company! ?” Sam Xia already
understood what he meant as soon as Ling Xiaoyun said what he said.
It was for Amy Xia.
Sam Xia sat on the chair, did not move, but looked at her, “What about then!?”
“The so-called near the water platform to get the moon first, you let Amy Xia be in Chow,
can you rest assured? You know, Chow is full of talents.
Maybe they were chased away by others!” Ling Xiaoyun looked at Sam Xia and said,
deliberately making the matter serious, without mentioning Sebastian Mu.
Listening to Ling Xiaoyun’s words, Sam Xia sat there with a smile at the corner of her
mouth, “Thank you Miss Ling for your kindness, I am not worried!” Upon hearing Sam
Xia’s words, Ling Xiaoyun frowned, and then laughed, “Xia is really confident enough.
“Ms.
Ling is worried for me or for yourself!?” Sam Xia suddenly looked at her and asked.
Ling Xiaoyun didn’t expect that he would suddenly ask like this. He was stunned and
said, “What do you mean?”
“What do I mean, Miss Ling should be very clear!” Sam Xia watched her speak every
word, his mouth twitched.
“Since we are talking about trading, Miss Ling is ambiguous, how can I believe it?” Sam
Xia said. Speaking of this, Ling Xiaoyun clenched his fists and said that Sam Xia
seemed to be very communicative. Why didn’t she feel it at all? Moreover, Sam Xia
seems to be quite a city! Now that this is the case, Ling Xiaoyun doesn’t care anymore,
as long as he can keep Sebastian Mu, what he does is worth it.
“I know that you are bidding for a piece of land with our company.
If you can persuade Amy Xia to leave Chow Group, I will persuade my dad to give this
land to you!” Ling Xiaoyun said while watching Sam Xia. Hearing this, Sam Xia raised
his eyebrows. The place she said was indeed what he had always wanted to take. But…
“Miss Ling, you still haven’t said the point!” Sam Xia said while looking at Ling Xiaoyun.
Ling Xiaoyun frowned, is she not obvious enough? “Don’t you worry about Sebastian
Mu!?” Sam Xia suddenly said, the smile on his face was sure.
It seems that Ling Xiaoyun’s purpose has long been seen. He had guessed it from the
moment she came in and mentioned Amy Xia’s name.
Ling Xiaoyun looked at Sam Xia and was not surprised, “Yes, I was for Sebastian Mu, so
this deal was only established.

If you can persuade Amy Xia to leave Chow, I will persuade my dad to give up the land!”
Ling Xiaoyun looked at him. Say it word by word. This condition is indeed very attractive.
Sam Xia looked at Ling Xiaoyun, “How do you know that land, I can’t get it?” The current
Xia Shi Group is not the company that was about to lose a few years ago, and it is
comparable to Ling Shi.
“What Mr. Xia meant, did you disagree with this deal?” Ling Xiaoyun looked at him and
asked, “Yes, now with Xia’s ability, that piece of land can’t be obtained, but Ling’s must
also want this piece of land. Then I don’t know who will get it!” Ling Xiaoyun said.
“Moreover, the people in that piece of land are family friends with my father…” Ling
Xiaoyun looked at Sam Xia, and lastly, it is Ling Xiaoyun’s trump card!

Chapter 50
Sam Xia sat there, still showing no sign.
“I didn’t want to do anything to Amy Xia, I just wanted her to leave Yun Rui, so it would
be good for you and me, right?” Ling Xiaoyun said while watching Sam Xia. How much
Ling Xiaoyun sacrifices for Sebastian Mu is worth it. Have to admit, this is an attraction!
That piece of land is a place Sam Xia has always wanted to develop. However, a few
years ago, Amy Xia was already married to Xia Shi, and the Xia family married Mu Shi.
Is he going to use Amy Xia to do business with Ling Xiaoyun today? Where Sam Xia is
sitting, thinking.
And Ling Xiaoyun stood in front of him, and smiled at the corner of his mouth as he
considered it.
“Mr. Xia, how is it? This deal is not a loss for you!” Ling Xiaoyun continued.
At this time, Sam Xia returned to his senses and looked at Ling Xiaoyun, “Miss Ling, you
are right, this deal is not a loss to me, and I also want to let Amy Xia leave Chow, but, I
mentioned, She refused, so I respect her choice!”
“As for the place you mentioned, I will definitely try my best to fight for it.
If I can’t get it, then I have no fate!” Sam Xia looked at Ling Xiaoyun said every word.
Hearing Sam Xia’s words, Ling Xiaoyun frowned, “She refused?” Sam Xia closed her
eyes, “Yun Rui is her profession, she should stay there, and I respect her choice!”
“Could it be you Don’t be afraid of her changing heart!?” Ling Xiaoyun asked.
Sam Xia was really startled for a while.
Is Amy Xia really tempted by Sebastian Mu? If you were tempted, you should have been
tempted two years ago! They are all divorced… However, there are 10,000 possibilities

in the world. Before, Sebastian Mu didn’t pay attention to Amy Xia, but now, his eyes are
firmly on Amy Xia’s body…
Sam Xia hesitated.
Moreover, more importantly, Amy Xia is very stubborn, not what he can persuade.
At this time, Sam Xia looked at Ling Xiaoyun, “Ms.
Ling, although I want that piece of land very much, I respect Amy Xia’s decision more,
and I believe that Amy Xia can’t look down on Sebastian Mu!” Sam Xia paused. Said.
Since I can’t persuade you, why not make yourself more confident.
Obviously, Sam Xia rejected her deal.
“You really are not worried at all!?”
“What’s the use of worrying, I believe in Amy Xia more than that!” Sam Xia said every
word. Upon hearing this, Ling Xiaoyun suddenly sneered at the corner of her mouth, “It
seems that Mr. Xia is very confident!” Sam Xia closed her eyes and smiled. Since she
couldn’t persuade her, why not make herself look more free and easy.
“Well, I’ll see how long President Xia’s confidence can be maintained!” After that, Ling
Xiaoyun stood up and picked up her bag, “If that’s the case, then we don’t have to go on,
President Xia, Excuse me, I have something to do, let’s go first!” Ling Xiaoyun went
straight away.
“Welcome Miss Ling to come for coffee anytime, Xiaojie, send Miss Ling out!” Sam Xia
said while sitting there. He didn’t even seem to get up at all. Seeing Ling Xiaoyun walked
out, Sam Xia’s face slowly sank… Thinking of what she just said, would Amy Xia and
Sebastian Mu really get entangled together again?

